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Improved nuclear incident data analysis
First responders dealing with radioactive emergencies and National Metrology
Institutes (NMIs) investigating radioactivity measurement data experience the same
problem: the inability to spot and understand small discrepancies that undermine
result accuracy. Digitised radiation detectors enable the recording of raw data,
facilitating subsequent re-analysis utilising different settings or algorithms.
However, the lack of data format standardisation hinders interoperability between
hardware and software, reducing user uptake of digital technology.
Europe’s National Measurement Institutes working together
The European Metrology Programme for Innovation and Research (EMPIR) has been developed as part of Horizon 2020, the EU
Framework Programme for Research and Innovation. EMPIR funding is drawn from 28 participating EURAMET member states to
support collaborative research between Measurement Institutes, academia and industry both within and outside Europe to
address key metrology challenges and ensure that measurement science meets the future.

Challenge

The expert group on radiological and nuclear threats at the
European Reference Network for Critical Infrastructure Protection
(ERNCIP) operated by the Joint Research Centre of the European
Commission, has identified interoperability issues as being a
limiting factor in the adoption of remote automated radiation
detection sensing.
Transmitting data in a digital format based on ‘list mode’ could
offer a solution that combines highly accurate positioning
information from Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) with
improved calculation transparency and the ability to re-play and
re-analyse all raw data using different parameters or algorithms.
Commission mandate M/487 to CEN requires the urgent
development of such a standardised digital data format
to address this problem.

Solution
The EMRP project Metrology for New Generation Nuclear Power
Plants developed digital electronics for NMI use when measuring
radionuclide activity based on converting the complete
measurement signal to digital format as it leaves the detector.
Instrument manufacturers and the NMI community joined forces
in the follow on EMPIR project Standard for Digital Data Format for
Nuclear Instrumentation to draft a digital list-mode data standard.
Close collaboration between project partners and other experts
appointed by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC)
produced the IEC 63047 international standard. This specifies
a data format for list-mode digital data acquisition for use in
radiation detection and measurement. The standard supports
representation of location information and data from any kind of
sensor – including non-nuclear – and can therefore be used in a
wide range of applications including drones or robots deployed in
case of emergency or routine screening.

demonstration device with a commercially available Hamamatsu
C12137 radiation detector, a GNSS receiver and a RaspberryPi mini
processor that runs open-source software to convert detector
data into the new standardised format. This cost-effective device
is aimed at researchers and university students developing the
next generation of mobile digital systems and has potential uses
in gas analysis, temperature or toxicity level sensing applications.

Digital format for radioactivity
measurements
In radioactivity measurements performed using analogue
signal processing, the detector outputs pass through a
series of cumbersome electronic units that shape, amplify,
delay, select, and ultimately combine pulses prior to digital
conversion and processing. This is a slow process that cannot
accommodate continuous detector output sampling.
Converting the detector’s signal into a digital format,
directly at the output terminals can support this capability
and reduces the inaccuracies introduced by an extended
signal processing chain. Newer spectrometric detectors
and software able to generate ‘list-mode’ data containing
time stamped energy traces is now available for emergency
responder use. However, instrument manufacturers frequently
install propriety software for raw data processing, hindering
interoperability. The introduction of a standardised digital
data format coupled with processing at the end of the
transmission chain, enables re-play and multiple re-analyses
by experts remote from the incident site – an important
capability for emergency responders.
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High-speed digital data acquisition enables the direct observation
of sensor outputs - a major advantage over conventional
instrumentation. More compact and less power hungry, the
use of this technology in mobile applications is increasing.
For example, first responders at major nuclear incidents can
check surroundings for contamination and officers at security
checkpoints can screen the public, vehicles and cargoes to
intercept illicit trafficking and wirelessly transmit data to remote
control centres. However, the lack of a standardised data format
is creating interoperability issues between the different types of
instrumentation and software used.

Impact

Research teams participating in the trial had to convert existing
instrumentation outputs to the new IEC 63047 data format. To
assist with this, JRC-Geel, a partner of the Digital Data Format
consortium, has – in co-operation with FKIE - developed a
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Fraunhofer FKIE researches technologies for land-based
emergency responses including wireless data transmission to
centralised control centres. To demonstrate mobile radiation
detection capabilities, it organises field trials simulating nuclear
incidents. In the most recent civilian event, participants were
required to use the IEC 63047 digital data format standards to
address the interoperability and data exchange compatibility
problems faced by emergency responders.

